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HVI light Conductor - Wire for lightning protection 5mm
HVILI4520L500MGR

Dehn
HVILI4520L500MGR
819124
4013364329003 EAN/GTIN

12922,74 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping bulky item

 14-16 days* (GBR)

HVI light Conductor HVILI4520L500MGR conductor diameter 5mm, conductor cross section 19mm², outer diameter of insulated conductor 20mm, conductor class class 1 =
solid, number of individual wires 1, conductor material copper, surface untreated, sheathing material polyvinyl chloride (PVC), color grey, Material of the insulation polyethylene
(PE), max. equivalent separation distance s (in air) 0.45m, max. equivalent separation distance s (solid building materials) 0.9m, high-voltage-resistant insulated version, max ),
to maintain the separation distance to electrically conductive parts according to DIN EN 62305-3 (VDE 0185-305-3), in order to prevent dangerous flashovers between parts of
the external lightning protection system and internal, conductive parts (electrical system, pipes, etc.). In order to avoid creeping discharges, the HVI Conductor is equipped with
a special outer sheath, which makes it possible to deflect high lightning pulse voltages against a reference potential. The HVI light Conductor also enables installations without
a connection to the equipotential bonding of the structure being made at the end of an adjustment area. Version for assembly on site (length 500 m - grey). Equivalent
separation distance s
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
** Payment methods may vary from country to country. All prices plus shipping and excluding customs duties or other additional costs (import sales tax) for deliveries

outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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